
POSITION TITLE:  

Powder Coater--- 2 PM SHIFT 

Note there are three levels to this position; all candidates will be assessed from entry to seasoned experience, all are welcome to apply 

PRIMARY FUNCTION: 

 Reporting to the Manager; Metal Fabrication the Powder Coater operates the powder coat equipment and other related
machine/equipment to coat and finish metal components within the metal shop

RESPONSIBILITIES: 

 Ensures quality standards in accordance to drawing finish information and meets powder coat finish standards

 Ensures schedule is met and/or exceeded while communicating with supervisor on any issues that may interrupt the schedule

 Problem solves issues that pertain to drawings, material shortage or missing parts

 Keeps track and supply info on daily productivity board

 Understand the equipment and chemicals/spray, alerts Manager/Supervisor on maintenance needs, repair, or replacement

 Maintains chemical pH or neutralize chemical if required

 Depending on experience applies basic-more complex custom powder coat finishes (ex: Metallic)

 Maintains material inventories, alerts Manager/supervisor on when supplies need replenishing

 Verifies parts are safe and compliant with applicable regulations

QUALIFICATION REQUIREMENTS 

 Proficient at interpreting drawings and finish schedule to verify proper finishes
 Good oral and written communication skills
 Problem-solving skills
 Effective people and interpersonal skills, with the ability to pass on information to other operators and supervisors.
 Knowledge and understanding of Metal fabrication processes, quality, and safety standards.
 Proficient at operating powder coat related equipment: Chemical tanks, Spray booth, Spray Gun, and Oven
 Based on level of experience--Efficient on spraying standard colors.
 Based on level of experience--Efficient on spraying custom colors
 Proficient at operating the chemical dip tanks and control pH
 If more senior-- able to train and mentor new workers within the same process/cell
 If more senior-- proficient at the operation and maintenance of all tooling in applicable area

PERSONAL ATTRIBUTES: 

 Solid attendance track record, including punctuality
 Reliable
 Accountable for deliverables
 Friendly, approachable, demonstrates positive attitude
 Responsible, takes pride in work assignments

EDUCATION/EXPERIENCE: 

 Minimum secondary education
 Prior experience for consideration at a more senior level
 Familiar with Metal Fabrication environment

APPLICATION PROCESS: 

If you feel you are interested and qualified or know of someone who may be qualified in applying for the position of Powder Coater, please 
contact Human Resources; careers@evansonline.com 
This opportunity shall be posted in tandem with an external posting. 
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